ART. 40]
CIRCULAR RODS.
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The equations of equilibrium found in Arts. 10 and 11 when joined to (7) supply five equations from which L, T, U, u, 0 may be found
39. Ex. One end of a heavy, slightly flexible inextensible wire, in the form of a circular quadrant, is fixed into a vertical wall, so that the plane of the wire is vertical and the tangent at the fixed end horizontal. Assuming that the change of curvature at any point is proportional to the moment of the bending couple there, prove that the horizontal deflection at the free end is 7rioa*/SE, where E is the flexural rigidity, w the weight of a unit of length, and a the radius of the circle.
[Trin. Coll. 1892.]
Let A be the free end of the rod, B the end fixed into the wall, 0 the centre. Taking moments about any point P for the side PA, Art. 10, we arrive at E
where A OP =6, and OP=a(l + u). The constants of integration are determined from the conditions that u and du/dd vanish at B, and the deflection required is the value of au when 0=0.
4O. To find the work when a thin rod, whose central line in the natural state is a circle of radius a, is stretched and lent so that the central line becomes a circle of radius p, by a method analogous to that used in Art. 33 for a straight rod.
The figure of Art. 33 may be used in what follows, except that the lines OH, AB, CD must be supposed to be small arcs of circles.
Let OH be an element of the central line of the unstrained solid, O'M' the same element when the rod is deformed. .Let the tangents to OM, O'M' be the axes of x and #', and let the planes of xz, x'z' be the planes of the circles. Let QR be any filament parallel to OM, Q'jR' its position in the strained rod. Let y, z ; yr, z' be the coordinates of Q, E ; Q', R, each referred to its own set of axes.
If dsl3 ds be the lengths of OM, O'M' and I+p stand for d8/d8l as before, the tension of O'M' per unit of area is Ep. If d^, d<r be the lengths of QJR, Q'R\
we have                   dff1 = dsl ( 1 -- ) ,           do-=ds(l~~) .................. (1),
\       a,}                     \       pj
and the resultant tension of all the fibres which cross the area dydz is therefore
^(g-1) .............................. (2)-
The work done by this tension when the filament is pulled from its unstretched length d^ to the length d<j, is
-%Edydz (^ - lYdo-!   ........................... (3).
The difference zr -z is a small fraction of z; for a straight rod it has been shown to be of the order z-/p, Art. 34. As a first approximation we take z'=z. Substituting for ds/dsj and for l/p their values 1 -f p and (1 -f q)la, and neglecting all powers of zja above the second, we find that the work is
i +
Integrating this over the area w of the section, and remembering that 0 is the centre of gravity of the area, we have for the whole work
........................ (5);
when the higher powers of p, q are rejected this becomes
........................... (6).
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